A2HC COVID ACUTE CAT 2 PLUS NON-AMBULATORY 10x10 ISOLATION ROOMS CONCEPTUAL LAYOUTS

DRAWINGS ARE NOT TO SCALE
A2HC COVID ACUTE DEFINITIONS

NOTE: THE CONTAINED INFORMATION IS CONCEPTUAL ONLY AND NOT INTENDED TO BE FULL DESIGNS. LAYOUTS MUST BE COORDINATED WITH EACH RESPECTED SITE, CONOPS AND AVAILABLE SPACE NEEDS. MODULAR IN NATURE FOR ADAPTATION.
POD - BED CLEARANCE
POD - EQUIPMENT

E1 - VENTILATOR & STORAGE CABINET
E2 - TELEMETRY/PUMP / IV STAND
E3 - STOOL
E4 - OVER BED TABLE
E5 - MOBILE WORK STATION
E6 - LINEN HAMPER
E7 - SHARPS
E8 - GLOVES
E9 - HAND SANITIZER
E10 - WASTE
E11 - PATIENT BED
6,720 SF
A2HC - ONE BLOCK ARRANGEMENT
(15) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)
10,920 SF
A2HC - TWO BLOCK ARRANGEMENT
(30) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)
17,640 SF
A2HC - THREE BLOCK ARRANGEMENT
(45) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)
21,840 SF
A2HC - (FOUR BLOCK/TWO MODULE) CLUSTER ARRANGEMENT
(60) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE
W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)
43,680 SF
A2HC TYPICAL LAYOUT - TWO CLUSTER ARRANGEMENT WITH PERIMETER WALL AND ANTE VESTIBULES
(120) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)
TRAFFIC FLOW / STAFF / PATIENTS / DELIVERIES / ETC.
A2HC - TWO MODULE GROUPING WITH PERIMETER WALL AND ANTE VESTIBULES
7,440 SF
A2HC - ONE BLOCK ARRANGEMENT (ALTERNATE OPTION)
(14) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)
14,880 SF
A2HC - TWO BLOCK MODULE ARRANGEMENT (ALTERNATE OPTION)
(28) ISOLATION PODS/BEDS (CAT 2 ISOLATION ACUTE W/SUPPORT SPACES PER PFD)